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The Vimar Times
Vimar offers powerful and compact cleaning
capabilities in the Elgin Broom Badger

Special Interest
Articles:
• Elgin Broom
Badger isn’t
afraid of getting
dirty
• Getting
EXTREME with
Westech
• Warthog Sewer
Jetting and
Hydro-X Nozzles

According to the Weather
Network, spring has
arrived, and that means
the ‘Spring Clean Up’ is
right around the corner.
Vimar Equipment’s latest
offering from Elgin
Sweeper Company is the
Broom Badger mechanical
sweeper. This dual-engine
sweeper, is easy to
operate and maintain and
does not require a CDL to
operate, making it ideal for
our municipal and
contractor customers who
need powerful cleaning

without a full-size
sweeper. The compact,
low-profile design allows
easy access to tree-lined
streets. The short, 109inch (2769 mm)
wheelbase and a tight
turning radius give the

operator great
maneuverability for cul-desac curb lines and tightly
winding streets without
sacrificing robust
sweeping performance.
Call Vimar to book a demo
at 604-430-4274

Vimar and Westech are getting EXTREME

Vimar Equipment
7445 Lowland Dr.
Burnaby BC
T. 604-430-4274
Toll 800-667-4730
F. 604-439-7926

At Vimar Equipment we
strive to offer equipment
that can satisfy the needs
of our customers across
the province. Westech, as
backed by Federal Signal,
delivers designs and
equipment that have been
rigorously tested for over
two decades in the world’s
toughest operating
conditions. Western
Canada is one tough
place to run a vac truck.
Extreme weather
conditions, bad roads,
rough terrain, and
distant/remote work sites

can make a difficult job
even harder.
Fortunately, our industryleading Hydrovac
solutions are designed to
outlast everything that
Mother Nature and

operational requirements
throw their way.
Vimar Equipment and
Westech are taking quality
to the extreme and
bringing it to our
customers.
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Vimar Equipment named as the exclusive BC
dealer of Warthog Nozzles

StoneAge, Inc. is one of
the world’s leading
manufacturers of highpressure waterblast tools
and automated
equipment for industrial
companies and
contractors worldwide.

Vimar Equipment is
pleased to announce we
are the exclusive sales
partner for Warthog Sewer
Nozzles in British
Columbia, Canada.
StoneAge Waterblast
Tools’ line of Warthog
Sewer Jetting and HydroX Nozzles are the
industry’s most powerful
and durable sewer tools.
This sales partnership will
allow for a tailored
approach to sales and
support within the British

Columbia region. Both
StoneAge and Vimar
Equipment are customerfocused companies with
decades of experience
selling and supporting
municipal and
environmental contractors.

The Switcher nozzle is an
industry innovator with the
ability to get the job done
with half the runs, less
time, and less water
because it is a
pulling/flushing nozzle and
descaling nozzle in one.

With more than a dozen
sales of nozzles since
partnering with StoneAge
in the last half of 2016, we
have satisfied a lot of
customers’ needs and
plan for continued growth
in sales in 2017.

Troy Whitton of Vimar
states, “Our customers
see this nozzle in action
and need to have it, this
nozzle is amazing!”
BOOK YOUR DEMO
WITH TROY TODAY!

Employee Spotlight – Gord La Croix
Gord La Croix is one of
the newest members of
the Vimar Equipment
family. Gord brings years
of valuable experience to
Vimar coming from a
background in industrial
engineering and parts
inventory management.

Gord has been given the
assignment of Operations
Manager at Vimar which
entails managing the parts
and service departments,
which can often involve
making tough decisions to
satisfy the needs of our
customers. Gord fits in

well with the Vimar
Equipment ideals of
Honesty, Integrity, and
Service while maintaining
his big personality, sense
of humour, and endless
rolodex of stories to
entertain his coworkers
and customers alike.

